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Creates huge excitement around the table and casino floor

Offers players the chance to win big payouts whilst still 
playing the base game

Drives increased revenue

Independent meters keep players at tables and builds 
anticipation

White Label product - easily customisable contributions, 
hit frequency, jackpots and design 

Secure, proven, reliable and automated system 

Minimum dealer interaction required 

Creates huge excitement around the table and casino floor

Players have access to a variety of individual, community, 
and mystery progressive jackpots as well as fixed pay-outs

The Jackpot, display, table layout and Jackpot meters can 
all be customized to a casino’s own design

Easy-to-use and set-up with Bet Sensors, Controller 
a Table Display and a Dealer Console, which will then 
connect to a server

Features & Benefits

Supernova

*Some bonusing games may be restricted contrary to permitting jurisdictions

Unlimited Choice and Flexibility

Supernova is a Progressive Game Jackpot System that is 
designed to supercharge the fun and excitement on any 
live table game across a casino floor. The system is fully 
customisable providing operators with the flexibility to 
configure multiple customised progressive jackpots and 
patented mystery prizes, to enhance any base game.

 By offering this unique and innovative product, Supernova 
can help your casino to stand out from the crowd.

A key feature unique to the Supernova System allows 
players to have access to a variety of individual, community, 
and mystery progressive jackpots as well as fixed pay-outs. 

This increased chance of winning excites players as more 
achievable game outcomes, such as lower valued hands in 
Poker, can end up being worth the most. For example, if you 
win a Royal Flush in Poker, the Straight Flush Jackpot will 
not decrease in value and may possibly have a bigger jackpot 
than the Royal Flush reset value.

The more players who participate, the larger the potential 
jackpots become.  This can create a real sense of excitement 
amongst players, as they all have a chance of winning a life-
changing amount of money.

Increased Excitement for Players

The Supernova system works on standalone tables or by 
linking multiple gaming tables together to create a network 
of tables. The Jackpot, display, table layout and Jackpot 
meters can all then be customised to a casino’s own design.

Players have the chance to win progressive jackpots and a 
range of other bonuses. Supernova, meters can also be set 
independently. So, if one jackpot is won, the others remain 
in play (and don’t reset) until they are also won. This means 
players have more chances of winning a big prize, even if it’s 
not the top jackpot.
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Customisable Games

Operators can now focus their branding by customising 
their games and graphics. This can be achieved by utilising 
existing base games and side bets or by developing brand 
specific games and side bets. 

This provides games that encourage brand loyalty and 
exclusivity. There is also the option to choose from an 
existing portfolio of progressives, which can then be 
modified to individual requirements if required. Our 
experienced teams can assist with this and help to design
a truly unique game.

Patented mystery jackpots that use a random number 
generator (RNG) to select a participating player or multiple 
players as winners can be added for further excitement and 
entertainment.

Mystery Jackpots are an effective way to encourage 
additional player participation and create an air of intrigue 
throughout a casino. Operators can control the average 
value and frequency of their mystery jackpots and Jackpots 
can also be set the same floor-wide across tables and 
games. This option can be enabled or disabled depending on 
regional regulatory restrictions.

Patented Mystery Jackpots

System Requirements Requires a dedicated central server (virtual or physical).

Built-in Technology

- Customisable bet sensor colours and patterns.
- Customisable display graphics to match table layout and 
casino’s branding.
- Unlimited configuration for jackpot settings.
- Unlimited game variants.

Bet Sensors

- Up to 16 individual betting positions.
- Patented multi-colour LEDs sensors with styles and colours 
configurable for each game state.
- Bet sensors can be retrofitted to existing tables.

Dealer Consoles Touchscreen device allowing dealers to control the game. 
Multi-level authorisation can be added for additional security.
 

Compatible Products Ora Winning Number Display range.

Compatible Games 

Supernova works with ANY table game. Some existing 
examples include:

Roulette
Blackjack
Baccarat
Stud Poker
3 Card Poker
PaiGow Poker
Hold’em Poker
Magic Poker Xtreme
Double-Up Blackjack 
Pure Pairs
Roulette Xtreme
A wide range of licenced and proprietary games titles

 - Existing proven 3rd Party Games already on the gaming floor can 
be used with the system as Supernova is game agnostic.

Product Specifications


